United Nations Universal Declaration of
Human Rights Demystified
For a lot of people around the world they don’t
give much thought to the UN’s Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Most people just
assume that the UN will intervene and send
“Peace Keepers” into Countries when there is a
clear pattern of violations of Human Rights being
done to the people by the Government or rogue
state situations. The UN is not limited to where it
needs to go to ensure human rights are
maintained, member or not the UN is a Peace
Keeping force as a check and balance against
those who would commit genocide and other
gross violations of human rights. In concert with
this is the International Criminal Court in The
Hague, which prosecutes those who commit
atrocities against humanity. It is all based upon
rule of law and for the majority of the world the UN goes unquestioned as to its role and agenda.
Because the intervention power rests in the UN Security Council and 6 member states have a veto on
any actions in terms of all actions that the UN can take, the UN is simply being used as a means to create
regime changes that the ruling elite want, rather than upholding the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR). As a side note do you see the crocodile in the above picture, which represents the two
crocodilians that rule over this planet?
Sadly very few people ever take the time to read the UDHR for if they did they would discover that the
UDHR is absolutely meaningless as all the power of what is determined to be human rights actually
resides with the each individual State, member or non member of the UN. Section 29 of the UDHR
states the following:
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of
the United Nations.
They put this right near the end of the document as most people who read the UDHR never bother to
read the whole thing and if they do come across this, most people never investigate what the
documented purposes and principles actually are. To find out what the Purpose and Principles are you
need to read Chapter 1 of the Charter of the United Nations. Article 2 section 1 states the following:
The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.
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What they are saying is that all member states are sovereign not the people; I don’t suspect you are
holding a membership card to the UN are you? The people or rather humans are not sovereigns, but
commoners under serfdom. Where does it say that, you ask? It states it in the Preamble of the UDHR in
the second paragraph of the UDHR.
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged
the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of
speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the
common people,
If you have common people then you must have ruling people and the elite. Further it is only by Rule of
Law that the UN operates to protect the commoners. The third paragraph of the UDHR states:
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,
So if member states are sovereigns they are under no obligation to follow the UN Charter as they are
indeed sovereign. Thus the Rule of Law is determined by those who rule the Countries. The Society
takes precedence over the individual as per Section 29 verse 2 of the UDHR:
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are
determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general
welfare in a democratic society.
Thus your rights and freedoms just
explained in the UDHR can be taken
away from you as an individual if your
rights and freedoms as explained above
are deemed in violation of “others”
within the democratic society. This is
why Tyrants will have elections and only
place themselves on the list to vote for as
if
anyone
votes
he
becomes
democratically elected and rules over the
society. The Red Party in China is much
like this wouldn’t you think. So what
they are saying is that they can give you
human rights and just as easily take them away and it is the ruling elite that get to determine what is
moral, orderly and for who’s welfare of the society that you don’t get to have your human rights.
Further all law is written in the language of Legalese, which by Blacks Dictionary 7th edition states
Legalese is a Jargon. If you look up the definition of Jargon in Webster’s Dictionary you will discover that
it says Jargon is an unintelligible language. Law is only interpretable by the Law Society residing within
the Country or State, not the Commoner.
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This brings me to the point that they make use of the word Human. Human actually in means the color
of man. The UDHR does not apply to man and never has as man is a creation of God and holds dominion
over all the earth as per Genesis 1:26-28 of the Holy Bible. Dominion means to rule, thus man is not
under any authority or laws other than their own. The Torah means The Law and is comprised of the
first 5 books of the Bible. Any acknowledgement that you are anything other than a Man in terms of
Law means you are not protected by the Law. Thus to make use of the UDHR as a document to defend
your “Human Rights” means that you are contracting with the UN as being a Human and not Man; thus
they are free to enslave you in any way or matter they wish or simply destroy you as chattel property of
the state.
There is one other aspect to this in that all law exists in a world of fiction and thus in truth you are a kind
of life and you hold the right to exist and coexist with all life, because you are here. If you did not have
this self evident right to exist, you would not be here. The truth shall set you free. Genesis was written
by MOSES a name not a man. Thus again all law is contained in fiction law does not exist in truth. As for
property rights, no one can claim ownership over anything because it is only through the use of fiction,
via name or title that we can attach ownership. Thus their can be no truth in fiction and thus property
ownership is a fraud. The idea of money also means to put value on something. How do you determine
true value of anything? You can’t and further everything that has been created in the Universe was not
done by you, thus you can not state a claim of ownership over anything. God created man as his equal if
you read Genesis 1:26-28 carefully you will see that God was present in the image and likeness of man.
Thus man is in part God, which is why man is not subject to laws.
Okay back to the member states. The UN is based upon the world of fiction not truth. In fact it buys
into the idea that someone had the authority to divide the earth up into countries, where in truth no
one has the authority to do that. Authority is a hoax and the perpetrators can only point to fiction to
justify that they have authority over others. It is a stage play in that the actors take on roles and try to
get you to believe that you are one of the characters in their play. They make use of names and titles.
The simple idea that you own a name is untrue as you cannot own something that does not exist in
truth, where is this name. But they are always asking, “What is your name?” in that you are the name
and not man. If you do not know that you are man or a kind of life, then you enter their world of fiction
by use of a name as the names are the pieces that they play with in fiction. Another trick I have heard is
that they ask, “Are you this person?” They want to get you to admit that you are not man, but some
form of fiction so that they can have their way with you. Because people are conditioned from birth to
believe in all this fiction reality, they never question it and thus perpetuate their own enslavement or
worse. The Birth Certificate is playing card in this horrific game and people gleefully fill it out thinking
that they have to do it. How can you belong to a Country or Society if it does not exist in truth? As a
side note you will notice that the word Country is not used, but the word State. Perhaps they use the
word State because not all States are Countries, such as CANADA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and
AUSTRALIA etc.
Some people have taken the UDHR to the level of actually doing an Acceptance for Value on it and
sending it into the UN as a means of securing their rights and freedoms as a Human Being. Can you see
the fallacy in that now? By doing an Acceptance for Value or quoting the UDHR as a form of law which
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the State must adhere to, you are confessing to be a Human, Commoner and Subject of the State and
UN, with no inherent individual rights or freedoms, thus you become the property of the UN and State.
Law is Contract and you if you agree to their Contract, the UDHR then you agree to be a slave or worse.
As I mentioned in the beginning few people bother to investigate law. Law exists in fiction and it cannot
apply to life or man in truth. Many people do not realize as well that by making use of Constitutions and
laws of any State or Fictional entity they are complying and contracting with that entity and thus a slave
to it. Freedom comes from unconditional love and Law comes from fear and fiction. It really comes
down to this and being conscious of what you are doing and the consequences of putting yourself under
Law.
Drama unfolds as the actors play their roles in trying to trick others into believing in the world of fiction
so that they can parasitically draw the life force energy away from those tricked to feed to the energy of
the story teller. It is an illusion of massive scale, but can be brought down simply by knowing and
consciously staying in truth. Truth always leads to healing and love. In truth Love is God and we are
love. It is by the imagination and drama that we put ourselves into a box of limitation and slavery as
stated in Section 29 of the UDHR in that our rights and freedoms are limited to the needs of the society,
thus the Puppet Master in fiction.
Finally what is found inside the Meditation room of the UN?

“But the stone in the middle of the room has more
to tell us. We may see it as an altar, empty not
because there is no God, not because it is an altar to
an unknown god, but because it is dedicated to the
God whom man worships under many names and in
many forms.”

If you look in Genesis 1 you will find that God never said to worship him as God is part of man in all of
creation. The box his here because the objective of fiction is to keep your mind locked within a box so
that you, the slave do not see that you are free.
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